CLASS OF 2022

DESTINEY AMARO
MOST LIKELY TO CHEER YOU UP!
SIMONE, CHRIS, FRANNY, ANALIA, SHERLYN
MOST LIKELY TO GO TO CLASS LATE.

ALYSSA RIVERA
MOST LIKELY TO BE LATE TO GRADUATION

MILAH GUIYNN, JONASIA SIMPSON, MYASIA KING, KIANA GUIDROZ
MOST CHANGED SINCE FRESHMAN YEAR.

2022
Covid 19 pandemic moved into its second year. With constant changes and challenges, the Class of 2022 continued to engage academically and move forward!

We lost one of our own.

The slap heard around the world.

We made up new dances.
Crocs were the standard footwear again this year.

The Celtics went to the NBA Finals!

Spotify was the #1 music app!

Doctor Strange In The Multiverse Of Madness' earns more than $800M!

'Verano Sin T' is the biggest-debuting album of 2022

Netflix Top 10 'Stranger Things 4' breaks all-time record with 287 million hours viewed!
HODAN YUSSUF

IAN LAWSON

SHANTEL MONEKE
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

ALYAA MOHAMED

AYLIAH BROWN THOMPSON

FRANCESCA MILLIEN
Omar Ayala

Jinelle Ortiz

Bryanna Duran
Valedictorian

Galvin Baez

Milah Guynn

Defanie Levy
RACHAEL PINEDA

MARQUI TAYLOR
BEST DRESSED

CHANTELY THOMAS

TALIANY RODRIGUEZ ZUNIGA

LAMARIE SLAYTON

JAYDEN CHAMBERS
IDIS RAMOS AYALA

MAKYA DAVIS

ANDRE SMITH

JORJAN ABDURRAHMAN

KAMERON DIXON

ANACIA RIGUEUR
Moon Novoa
Most Unique

Naydelyn Guzmán
Friendliest

Areil Gonzales
Most Likely to Win a Nobel Peace Prize

Wildyne Paul
Life of the Party

Moon Novoa
Most Unique
SENIOR CAPSTONES
AN MP TRADITION!

THE ORAL PRESENTATION
THE SIX PAGE PAPER!
2022

YEAH, WE PLAYED.

SPORTS...

YEAH, WE PLAYED.
Sweet Memories
OF 2022!
Autographs
Autographs